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SEC Approach for Detecting Node Replication Attacks in Static Wireless
Sensor Networks

L. Sujihelen†, C. Jayakumar* and C. Senthilsingh**

Abstract – Security is more important in many sensor applications. The node replication attack is a
major issue on sensor networks. The replicated node can capture all node details. Node Replication
attacks use its secret cryptographic key to successfully produce the networks with clone nodes and also
it creates duplicate nodes to build up various attacks. The replication attacks will affect in routing,
more energy consumption, packet loss, misbehavior detection, etc. In this paper, a Secure-Efficient
Centralized approach is proposed for detecting a Node Replication Attacks in Wireless Sensor
Networks for Static Networks. The proposed system easily detects the replication attacks in an
effective manner. In this approach Secure Cluster Election is used to prevent from node replication
attack and Secure Efficient Centralized Approach is used to detect if any replicated node present in the
network. When comparing with the existing approach the detection ratio, energy consumption
performs better.

Keywords: SEC-Secure-Efficient for centralized, NAK-Novel Alphanumeric Key, Node replication
attacks, Paillier method, Secure CLUSTER Election

1. Introduction

The Wireless Sensor Network has a collection of sensor
nodes that are equipped with a transceiver, micro controller,
etc [1, 15, 19]. These sensor nodes are deployed in the
unattended environment to fulfill the different applications
such as military and civil applications [18]. Each sensor
nodes have limited storage capacity, low energy, less power
and less security [1, 17]. Due to less security, it is prone to
different kind of attacks. Among the most vicious attacks is
the replication attack, which has also been declared as a
unique security threat. This is a very serious threat to
distinguish due to the similarity in the features between
the replicated and the original node. Any internal node is
captured by unauthorized persons and the observed
features [16] are replicated into their own new node
which is later launched into a dynamic working WSN to
make it work like a typical legitimate node. It was almost
impossible to find these nodes out when all the applications
were going down due to reasons unknown earlier. Sensor
nodes are not tamper-proof, the adversary capture node
information are all stored in network communications [5,
31].

To do the malicious activities the adversary may
replicate the captured sensor nodes and placed it in the

network. This type of attack is called as node replication
attacks [11, 6, 22]. This clone node misbehaves in the
network. It affects the major parts of the network such as
routing, packet loss, etc. To detect the replicated node a
Secure Efficient Approach is proposed. This proposed
system works for preventing and detecting the replicated
node in the sensor network. The Secure Cluster Election is
used to elect the cluster head and secure the nodes with a
random number. The SEC approach is used to detect the
replicated node at a random time in the sensor network.
The SEC verification will verify the clone node exactly. In
this proposed system, it detects the replicated node quickly
and 100% accuracy.

In this paper, SEC approach is proposed to detect the
replicated node in centralized static wireless sensor networks.
The organization of this paper is: section 1: Introduction;
section 2: Related works; section 3: Proposed system;
section 4: Simulation of SEC; section 5: Conclusion.

2. Related Work

To detect the clone nodes more methods are proposed.
A detection protocol is used to detect the clone nodes
that counts the number of keys used by the node [3]. If
the number of keys is more, the detection technique is used
[28]. A Bloom Filter and random key predistribution
techniques are used in this method. The detection accuracy
is poor. If the key size is very small, more replica nodes are
found [34].

A SET approach is proposed for detecting replicated
node in centralized static wireless sensor network. The
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network is randomly divided into subsets. The clone nodes
are detected by the intersection of the two subtrees [9].
This method [2] reduces the detection overhead, but it
misuses to revoke the genuine node [27]. In distance
traveled sliding window [2] approach is used to detect the
replicated node in Mobile WSN and it uses only location
criteria for detecting the clone node. If the clone node has
the same location, then it is assigned as a genuine node [35, 
36].

In CSI method, all nodes broadcast the data to its one-
hop neighbors [13]. The clone node is detected based upon
the sensed data [4]. If the reading is less for clone node,
this method fails to detect the node replication attack.

A detection technique is proposed by computing the
fingerprint through as-disjunct code. Each node stores
the fingerprint of all neighbors [12, 7, 29]. However,
computation of fingerprint and managing the neighbor’s
information has high storage overhead.

A Bloom Filter and Hash function are used for Detecting
Node Replication Attack [14, 20]. If two nodes have the
common id, then the bloom filter technique is applied to
check replicas. Detecting is based only upon node id that
does not detect the replication node accurately [26, 35].

When a node has to transmit a location claim [10, 23],
it will first check for clone and then forwards the location
claim to the node nearest to the global destination [30, 38].
In this approach all the intermediate nodes in the route
start working as a temporary witness node. The proposed
system overcomes the issues of existing work.

3. Proposed System

In this proposed system, SCE(Secure Cluster Election)
and SEC (Secure, Efficient, Centralized) approach is
introduced. The Secure Cluster Election is to elect the
cluster head and secure by using a paillier method to
prevent the clone node. The SEC concern is to notice the
replicated node in centralized static WSN. The location of
nodes cannot change static WSN.

Detecting the replicated node is considered to be a
difficult task. In this proposed system the detection process
is carried out by a central authority or Cluster Head shown.
Each cluster head communicates Base Station (BS).

3.1 Network model

It consists of N nodes that are deployed in a m x n
terrain. The nodes are deployed on the terrain [33]. Each
node information such as Node id(N), Energy(E), Location
id (L) are stored in the BS. During deployment the security
keys are given by BS to each node. The node is deployed
with the following fields: node id, common energy level
for all the nodes (E), location id (L), Random number(R) is
generated by BS and given to the cluster head during
cluster formation[8], private key (K) is taken from the key

Node 
id

Loc. 
Id

Random 
number

Keys Energy
Neighbor 

node
Fixed data size 
for each node

Fig. 1. Fields for each node

pool for communication, neighbor node id (N), fixed data
size for each node (S). The node information is shown in
Fig. 1.

3.2 Secure cluster head selection

In this proposed Secure Cluster head Selection method,
the base station is taking the charge of electing all the
cluster heads [32, 37]. When a node joins the base station,
the base station stores the information about that node. The
cluster head election takes place when the energy level of
the cluster head exceeds the limit(α). The cluster head is
elected, based upon the different criteria.

a) The cluster is elected upon the node which is more
proximate to the Base station. The distance between the
node and the BS is calculated. The distance is calculated by
using

D=�∑ (�� − ��)��
���

              (1)

Ci=
�

��
∑ ��∊��                 (2)

The distance is calculated for each node. Select the node
which has a shorter distance.

b) Check the energy efficiency of the node which has a
shorter distance [21].

E1 = T(d) + R (3)

In the above, R is the energy required to receive the
packet, T is energy spent by the transmitter and d is the
distance. The power consumption [25] in transmitting (T)
and receiving (R) the message (m), a distance d can be
computed as

T (m,d)=E_ elec × m + ε_(amp )×m×d 2   (4)

R (m)=E_elec× m (5)

While transmitting and receiving the events (E1) each
and every time the energy is reduced from the previous
energy E.

The structure of the cluster head and the nodes in the
network details are shown in fig. 2

� = � − �1          (6)

From the nearest nodes and the nodes that have high
energy is filtered

c) Select the node which is not selected as cluster head
from the filter node. Once the cluster head is elected, the
cluster head sends a message (Bmsg) to all the nodes
which are nearer to the cluster head.
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Fig. 2. Cluster head structure

Algorithm to secure Cluster Head using Paillier Method 

1. Choose two prime numbers randomly and assign as 
A,B, S1=0.

2. Find GCD(A*B,(A-1)(B-1)) and  Compute n=A*B
3. Calculate λ=lcm(A-1, B-1)
4. Select any random integer s, where s∊Z*, where Z is 

an integer number.
5. Choose any random number and assign as m and r, 

where m, r∊Z*
6. Compute C=sm.rn(mod n2)
7. Compute, m=L(Cλ(mod n2)).μ(mod n)  

Where, μ=(L(gλ(mod n2)))-1(mod n)

     L(μ)=
���

�

8. Until the m value is received, the below step is 
repeated.

   if (m!=0)
begin

Y=m%10
S1=s1+y
M=m/10

End
       Cluster id=s1.

                End

Bm = (Chid,Bmsg)        (7)

After selecting the cluster head the BS will secure the
cluster head using Paillier method of generating the
random number (R).Cluster Head id is generated by BS,
by using the paillier method. S1 is generated by BS and
given to the Cluster head as cluster id. Each cluster
member is assigned a random number by combining s1, m
with Rand (0, ALPHSIZE-1). Assume S1=6, m=124, and
the alphanumeric, random number is 00CB, and then the
cluster member random number is 612400CB. The Secure
clustering Algorithm prevents the replicated node in the
sensor network with a random number. During cluster
election, the base station distributes the random number
to all the nodes through cluster head. The random number
is not constant. It changes during the cluster election. If a
new node tries to enter into the network, then the random
number and key should be verified by the base station. If
the verification fails, then the node disconnects from the
network.

3.3 SEC approach

SEC algorithm is used to find the exact replicated node.
If it is a replicated node, it terminates its communication

link. The Base Station takes the responsibility of detecting
the replicated node. The overview of the SEC approach is
shown in the Fig. 3. In this method a Novel Alphanumeric
Key (K) that is verified while node-to-node communication
takes place in the WSN. A key is generated in every
communicating node that is meant to reply with a route to
any node. If a route reply is received without this key, the
communication to that node will be instantly terminated.
Novel Alphanumeric Key (K) is generated by the equation
below, where m = modulus (m > 0), a = multiplier (0 < a <
m), X0 = starting value (0 ≤ X0 < m).

Algorithm to Secure Cluster Selection 

1. Assign node id for all nodes by BS.
2. Compute number of Cluster heads in network 

CH= 
�

�����	�����
      

3. Repeat until  i=1 to N 
begin
  Assign R=a[i].e, Q=a[1].d. Distance is 

calculated as  D=�∑ (�� − ��)��
���

        If (a[i].d< Q) then 
        begin
          assign Q=a[i].d, Compute the     
             energy  E = T(d)+ R                                            
               If (a[i].E>R) then  
                   begin
                         assign R=a[i].E, 
              Select the a as the Cluster head.
                    End
           End
4. Compute the random number(s) by paillier method.
5. Send BS(s,C,msg)
6. Ack C(BS ,msg)
7. Send C(s-nodeid,N,Msg)
8. Join(Chid,msg)
9. Cluster validate with BS
10. Ack N(CH, msg)
11. After validation Accept(nodeid, msg)
12. join(Chid,msg)
            End

1 [ * ] (mod m) n nx a x+ =            (8)

3.3.1 Node Detection

To detect the replicated node three criteria are used: i)
The nodes are deployed as a static. Each node location id
is stored in the neighbor node. While communicating
from one node to another node the neighbor node [14]
automatically monitors their location id, node id and the
distance between the neighbor node (dij). If the location id,
node id or the distance does not match, then the neighbor
node reports to the cluster head. At this stage the SEC
algorithm is used by BS to identify the replicated node. ii)
If the node is replicated and placed in some other cluster,
then the replicated node is found by the neighbor node
and report it to the cluster head by verifying the node id,
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Algorithm: (SEC Approach-Secure Eficient for Centralized
Approach)

location id and the distance. The misbehavior node is
identified and reported to the cluster head. The cluster head

reports it to the BS and the replicated node is removed
from the link. iii) At each time (T) the randomly selected
node should report their random number, location id and
node id to BS through cluster head [24]. BS identifies the
replicated node by SEC approach.

4. Detecting Replicas

It is assumed that A is an attacker node. The probability
for one attacker node present in the network is

P(A) = 1-P(Ȃ). (9)

If the probability for no replicated node is found in the
network, then the probability is

P(A) = P(A) / P(S) (10)

Where A is the attacker node and S is the path or
network. Suppose A is the attacker node and S is the
collection of nodes present in the cluster, then the number
of replicated nodes present in the cluster are

Fig. 3. Overview of SEC Approach
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P (A) =	
	�(�)

�(�)
(11)

4.1 Detecting the replicas by SEC approach

It is considered that 50 nodes are there in the WSN. The
nodes are randomly chosen and the conditions are applied
such as node id, Location id, Energy Level, Random Key,
Data Limit. Assume B1 as Node id, Location id as B2,
Energy Level as B3, Random Key as B4 and Data Limit as
B5. It is considered that the 50 nodes in the WSN as A. For
the condition node id B1, the replicated nodes are found to
be

( )
( )B1P(A)P

AAP
B1 P(B1)

= (12)

It is assumed that, after applying this condition 10 nodes
are filtered such as A1, A20, A23, A26, A29, A30, A35,
A40, A45, A49. Let it be assumed that the filtered node as
C={A1,A20,A23,A26,A29,A30,A35,A40,A45,A49}. The
Location id B2, the probability are

P(C/B2) =	
�(�)�(�� �� )

�(��)
(13)

The replicated nodes filtered are A1, A23, A29, A30,
A35, A40, A45. All the filtered nodes are considered as D.
The Energy Level is B3 and the following condition is
applied.

After applying this condition assume that the replicated
nodes filtered is

P(D/B3) =	
�(�)�(�� �� )

�(��)
       (14)

A1, A29, A30, A35, A40, A45. All the filtered nodes are
considered as E. It is considered that the Random Key is
B4 and the condition given below is applied

P(E/B4) =	
�(�)�(�� �� )

�(��)
(15)

After applying this condition it is assumed that the
replicated nodes filtered are A1,A29,A30,A35,A40. All the
filtered nodes are considered as F. The Data Limit B5 is

Table 1. Detection rates by SEC Approach

No.of
Nodes

No.of
Cluster

Maximum
clone Nodes

No. of Clone Nodes
Detected by SEC

Approach

Correctly
Detected

nodes

100 1 7 7 7/7

200 1 11 11 11/11

500 3 15 15 15/15

600 3 17 17 17/17

1000 5 20 20 20/20

2000 10 25 25 25/25

taken into consideration and the condition given below is
applied. After applying this condition it is assumed that
the replicated nodes filtered are A1, A30, A35, A40. Now
the exact replicated node is detected by using this
proposed SEC approach. The table 1 shows the detected
clone nodes.

P(F/B5) =		
�(�)�(�� �� )

�(��)
          (16)

5. Performance Evaluation

Consider the network size is n and the cluster head is c.
Each cluster head ends message to the nodes as (t-1)
messages. The proposed algorithm is compared with the
existing algorithm [8]. The hierarchical node algorithm
using bloom filter [8] has the communication overhead as
2(t-1) messages. The communication cost for the SEC
approach is Ɵ(t). When compared with the hierarchical
node algorithm the communication cost for the SEC
approach is lesser. For the bloom filter, it occupies 800 bits.
But in the SEC approach it occupies lesser than 200 bits for
storing the node id and location id. So memory cost is less
in SEC approach.

5.1 Simulation Results

In the experimental setup the characteristics of the node
and its performance are analyzed using the proposed
SEC approach. The SEC approach is tested by the NS-2
simulator. Network simulator is a very convenient and
effective tool for assessing the security systems and has
been extensively used by the researchers to prove
numerous concepts before. The simulation parameters are
shown in the table 2. Therefore,

NS-2 is used to perform simulations for SEC approach.
Table 2 shows the parameters which are used for the
construction of the network.  

During the simulation time, the statistics are collected.
The different performance measures used in the evaluation
are given below.

5.2 Detection accuracy

It is used to represent the false positive ratio and false

Table 2. Simulation parameters  

Parameter Value

Channel Type Wireless Channel

Simulation Time 100 s

Number of nodes 50

MAC type 802.15.4

Traffic model CBR

Simulation Area 1100×700

Transmission range 250m

Network interface Type WirelessPhy

Initial Energy 10 J
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negative ratio of the algorithm. The ratios of falsely
considering a genuine node as a replica and falsely
considering a replica as a genuine node, respectively. The
detection accuracy is calculated as

False Detectionrate=

No.of Replica Nodes No. of Replica Node Identified
*100

No. of Replica Nodes

-
(17)

As shown in the Fig. 4, the detection accuracy can be
easily observed. It shows that the detection accuracy of the
replica node is not lower than 99.9% that is achievable.
This method detects the exact replicated node.

5.3. Detection time

It is assumed that there are 3 replica nodes are present
in the network. While the replica node is deployed the
neighbor node easily identifies the node by their
misbehavior. If the neighbor node is not detecting replica
node, then at a random time a group of node information
is sent to the BS which verifies its misbehavior and
detects the replica node. The replicated node is identified
automatically, once the replica node is deployed. The
detection time delay rate is very less when compared to the
other existing algorithms.

5.4. Average delay

The average delay is defined as the time difference
between the current packets received and the previous
packets received. The time is measured by the following
equation.

Delay=
n

0
 packet send time packet received Time

Time

-å (18)

Fig. 5 shows that the delay value is lower for the
proposed scheme of static than the existing Bloom Filter
algorithm [8].

Fig. 5. Average delay

Fig. 6. Storage overhead

5.5 Computation and storage overhead

The computation and storage overhead calculated as
the average number of verification operations and less
storage in sensor node. The neighboring node verifies the
nearest node to communicate between the two nodes. If
any misbehavior is found, it is informed to BS. When
compared with the existing algorithm the storage is very
less shown in Fig. 6. BS verifies the misbehavior of the
node and assign the node as a clone node or not.

5.6. Residual energy

A measure of the residual energy gives the rate at which
energy is consumed by the network operations. Fig. 7
shows that the residual energy of the network is better for
the proposed scheme for static when compared with the
existing Bloom Filter [8].

Fig. 4. Detection accuracy
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5.7 Packets Received

The total number of packets received in the SEC
approach and the Bloom Filter [8] are plotted in Fig. 8. In
Bloom Filter [8] approach, messages for each and every
link establishment causes greater overhead and packet
loss. Therefore SEC performs better than the existing
approach [8] as observed in Fig. 8 and Fig.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposed a method to detect the replicated
node in Static networks. The novel Secure, Efficient
Centralized (SEC) approach used to detect the exact
replicated node in Static WSN. Simulation analysis has
been performed for SEC under static conditions. From the
simulation results, it can be concluded that this method

serves to be one of the most efficient methods to detect the
replicated node from the network.

This algorithm works in a centralized static approach. In
future work, the proposed work is extended for the
centralized mobile approach and distributed static and
mobile approach.
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